In the event of an earthquake, as soon as you feel the shaking:

- **Drop, cover, and hold** until the shaking stops. Protect yourself from falling objects such as light fixtures or bookcases. Stay away from windows. Get under a table or desk, or stay in an area free of falling hazards.

- If you cannot get under a desk or a table, take cover near an interior wall or away from windows to protect yourself from falling objects, windows breaking, etc.

- You need not stand in a doorway. Doorways offer no greater protection than any other area.

- If outside, move away from structures, power poles, or other possible hazards. Stay in an open area.

Following an earthquake, the University/VSoE emergency procedure is as follows:

- The Floor and Building Emergency Coordinators (employees with bright yellow vests) will walk their areas and let you know if you need to evacuate the building.

- **Do not immediately leave the building.** Falling debris is a major concern so you want to stay in place until notified otherwise.

- Our emergency supplies are stored in each building with the Floor and Building Coordinators. In addition, the University has a large supply of emergency medical supplies, food, water, etc.

- If the Building and Floor Coordinators tell you to evacuate your building, walk calmly to the nearest emergency exit or exit stairwell. Know where the emergency exits are on your floor and in your building.

- Do not use the elevator.

- Each building has a designated outdoor assembly area. Your Building and Floor Coordinators will inform you of the outdoor assembly area for your building. Walk calmly to the outdoor assembly area. The Building and Floor Coordinators will ensure all occupants have exited the building and meet you in the outdoor assembly area where they will attempt to account for all occupants.

Additional Reminders:

- If you are not already registered, please register with Trojans Alert – the university Alert Notification System - at [https://trojansalert.usc.edu](https://trojansalert.usc.edu).

- Tips on personal preparedness
  - Have a personal family disaster plan that includes the following:
    - Disaster supplies kit at home and in the car.
    - Identify out-of-state phone contacts
    - Secure large furnishings in your home to prevent them from moving in a quake
    - Keep at least ½ tank of gas in your car at all times
    - Have emergency cash on hand
    - Know your child’s school emergency plan
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